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AUSTRALIAN CRIME
Peter Corris

The Dunbar Case:
Cliff Hardy #37

Pb

$17.99 This wasn't Hardy's usual brief - uncover the mysteries of a nineteenth-century
shipwreck - but he could do with an easy case and the retainer was generous. But is it
ever that simple? Not with a notorious crime family tearing itself apart, and an
undercover cop playing both sides against the middle. These and an alluring but
fiercely ambitious female journalist give Hardy all the trouble he can handle. 'Ever feel
manipulated?' Hardy asks. The body count mounts up as he pushes closer to the truth
about the mystery and the loot.

Sulari Gentill

Paving the New
Road: Rowland
Sinclair #4

Pb

$22.99 It's 1933, and the political landscape of Europe is darkening. Eric Campbell, the man
who would be Australia's Fuhrer, is on a fascist tour of the Continent, meeting
dictators over cocktails and seeking allegiances in a common cause. Yet the Australian
way of life is not undefended. Old enemies have united to undermine Campbell's
ambitions. The clandestine armies of the Establishment have once again mobilised to
thwart any friendship with the Third Reich. But when their man in Munich is killed,
desperate measures are necessary. Now Rowland Sinclair must travel to Germany to
defend Australian democracy from the relentless march of Fascism. Amidst the
goosestepping euphoria of a rising Nazi movement, Rowland encounters those who
will change the course of history. In a world of spies, murderers and despotic
madmen, he can trust no one but an artist, a poet and a brazen sculptress.

Sulari Gentill

Bowlers, Bohemians Pb
& Bloodshed: The
Rowland Sinclair
series ~ The first 3
books

$30.00 We tip our hats to the people at Pantera Press. This wonderfully titled pack contains
the first three books in the sparkling ROWLAND SINCLAIR series and is such
FANTASTIC VALUE! This set contains A Few Right Thinking Men: Rowland Sinclair #1,
A Decline in Prophets: Rowland Sinclair #2, and Miles Off Course: Rowland Sinclair #3.

Colleen
McCullough

Sins of the Flesh:
Carmine Delmonico
#5

Pb

$29.99 It's August 1969 in Holloman, Connecticut, and police captain Carmine Delmonico is
away on vacation. Back at home, first one, then two anonymous male corpses turn
upemaciated and emasculated. After connecting the victims to four other bodies,
Sergeant Delia Carstairs and Lieutenant Abe Goldberg realize that Holloman has a
psychopathic killer on the loose. Luckily, Carmine decides to come back from vacation
early. Carmine's team begins to circle a trio of eccentrics, who readily admit to
knowing all the victims, but their stories keep changing. When another vicious murder
rocks Holloman, Carmine faces the revelation thattwokillers are at large.

James Phelan

The Spy: Jed Walker Tp
#1

$29.99 A sinister group code-named Zodiac has launched devastating global attacks. Twelve
targets across the world, twelve code-named missions. Operating distinct sleeper cells,
they are the ultimate terrorist organisation, watching and waiting for a precise attack
to activate the next group. It is a frightening and deadly efficient way to stay one step
ahead. And cause the most chaos. For ex-CIA operative Jed Walker, chaos is his
profession. On the outer, burned by his former agency, he is determined to clear his
name. Stopping Zodiac is the only way. Desperate to catch the killers and find the
mastermind, he can t afford to lose the next lead, but that means that sometimes the
terrorists have to win. Ultimately, it all comes down to Walker: he s the only one who
can break the chain and put the group to sleep ...permanently. It s exactly eighty-one
hours until deadline.
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June Wright

Murder in the
Telphone Exchange

Pb

$24.95 First published in 1948, when it was the best-selling mystery of the year in the
author's native Australia, Murder in the Telephone Exchange stars feisty young
operator Maggie Byrnes. When one of her more unpopular colleagues is murdered -her head bashed in with a buttinsky, a piece of equipment used to listen in on phone
calls -- Maggie resolves to turn sleuth. Some of her coworkers are acting strangely,
and Maggie is convinced she has a better chance of figuring out who is responsible for
the killing than the rather stolid police team assigned to the case, who seem to think
she herself might have had something to do with it. But then one of her friends is
murdered too, and it looks like Maggie might be next. Narrated with verve and wit,
this is a whodunit in the tradition of Dorothy L. Sayers and Daphne du Maurier, by
turns entertaining and suspenseful, and building to a gripping climax.

MODERN CRIME
Jeff Abbott

Downfall: Sam
Capra #3

Pb

$19.99 Help me.' When a young woman rushes into Sam Capra's San Francisco bar and
whispers these desperate words, Sam feels compelled to help. A moment later she is
attacked by two killers. With Sam's aid, she manages to overpower the men, saving his
life in the process before vanishing into the night. On discovering that one of the
attackers is no mere thug, but, shockingly, one of the most powerful investors in
America, Sam searches for the beguiling young woman who asked for help and
unearths a deadly network run by some of the most powerful and influential people in
the world...A gripping, addictive and exhilarating thriller from international bestseller
Jeff Abbott, Downfall will keep you on the edge of your seat from the first page to the
very last line.

Bateman

Fire and Brimstone:
Dan Starkey #8

Tp

$29.99 When Alison Wolff, the daughter of a billionaire media mogul, disappears following a
massacre at a party, nobody knows if she has been kidnapped or killed. Dan Starkey is
hired to find the missing student but he soon discovers that Belfast's underworld has
changed since his days as a journalist. Old tribal conflicts have been superseded by
drugs and greed, defended with a ruthlessness undreamt of even in the worst days of
The Troubles. In response to the drug wars, a new church movement has sprung up
and when they are blamed for the firebombing of the controversial new abortion
clinic, Dan is asked to prove their involvement. In a Belfast rapidly descending back
into chaos, Dan finds himself caught in the violent struggle between rival gangs, one
of which claims to have God on their side...

Bateman

Wild About Harry
(2000)

Pb

$22.99 Meet Harry McKee - a sleazy local chat show host. Once a loving husband, he's become
a drunken unfaithful slob. His wife is divorcing him and taking him to the cleaners.
Even his kids won't speak to him. On his last night as a married man he winds up
drunk and is beaten up. When he keels over the next day at the divorce hearing his
wife and solicitor assume he's pulling a fast one. He eventually wakes from a weeklong coma but he's lost his memory - everything since 1974. Inside his sagging middleaged body, Harry feels eighteen again. Though he doesn't know it yet, he has been
given the chance to get back his life, his wife and his self-respect. If only he could
remember how it all went wrong and why his family hate him...

Tonino
Benacquista

The Family (Film Tie Pb
In)

$14.99 Under cover of darkness, an American family moves into a villa in Cholong-sur-Avre in
Normandy. Fred Blake tells everyone he is writing a history of the landings. In fact
Blake is Giovanni Manzoni, an ex-Mafia boss who grassed and is now in the FBI
Witness Protection Program. Having blown his cover a number of times in the US, the
FBI finally sends him to France. Things happen to this thuggish family: a plumber who
angers Fred with delays and exorbitant estimates 'falls down the stairs' and breaks
both arms, the manager of the local supermarket insults Maggie behind her back so
that afternoon his supermarket burns down, Warren, the son, starts a gang in his
lycee, to intimidate and extort other pupils. A coincidence beyond belief blows Fred's
cover yet again and, with the arrival of the shooters from Newark, he is able to dive
back into the violent life of crime he misses so much.
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Frances Brody

Murder on a
Summer's Day: Kate
Shackleton #5

Pb

$19.99 When amateur sleuth detective Kate Shackleton receives a dawn telephone call from
her cousin James, his news soon snaps Kate into wakefulness. The India Office seek
her on-the-spot help in finding a Maharajah, last seen on the Bolton Abbey estate. He
has with him a hugely valuable diamond.Investigative successes and good family
connections put Kate in the highly trusted category. Perceived as 'establishment', Kate
feels an outsider in her sympathies. One thing she is sure of: her own skills and
insights. Qualities that she is sure will help her unravel the latest disappearance on
that fateful summer's day...

Richard Castle

Deadly Heat: Nikki
Heat #5

Hb

$24.99 Top NYPD Homicide Detective Nikki Heat and her partner, journalist Jameson Rook,
pursue the elusive former CIA station chief who ordered the execution of her mother
over a decade ago. But their quest for the old spy unearths an alarming terror plot
that has already entered its countdown phase. Complicating their mission, a serial
killer boldly names his next victim: Detective Heat.

Tom Clancy

Command
Authority: Jack
Ryan #13

Hb

$39.99 In the present, a new strongman has emerged in the ever-chaotic Russian republic the enigmatic President Valeri Volodin. His rise to power was meteoric, but shrouded
in deception and treachery. The foundations of his personal empire are built on a
bloody secret from his past, and he will eliminate anyone who comes close to that
truth. For he has set in motion a plot to return Russia to its former glory and might,
with the rest of the world once again trembling in fear. When an old friend of the
Ryans is poisoned by a radioactive agent, the trail leads to Russia. And Jack Ryan Jr. aided by his compatriots John Clark and the covert warriors of the secretive Campus must delve into an international conflict thirty years in the making, and finish what
his father started.

A J Cross

Art of Deception:
Kate Hanson #2

Tp

$29.99 The New Year brings a gruesome new discovery for forensic psychologist Dr Kate
Hanson and Birmingham's Unsolved Crimes Unit. A mummified body is found beneath
the floorboards of a deserted lake house in Woodgate Country Park. The dead man was
art student Nathan Troy, who disappeared 20 years ago, but evidence at the scene
suggests the killer has been keeping an eye on his long-dead victim. As Kate begins to
dig further into Nathan's past, she discovers a series of potentially toxic relationships.
Why do his house mates refuse to talk about that time or their friendship with
Nathan? And what was his connection to the beautiful and apparently promiscuous
daughter of his professor? When the disappearance of a local teenager confirms that
Nathan's killer is back, Kate and the team must work fast to untangle a web of lies and
unmask a murderer who has lain dormant for 20 years.

Carola Dunn

Heirs of the Body:
Hb
Daisy Dalrymple #21

$37.95 In the late 1920's in England, The Honourable Daisy Dalrymple Fletcher is recruited to
help her cousin Edgar, i.e. the Lord Dalrymple. About to turn fifty, Lord Dalrymple
decides it is time to find out who would be the heir to the viscountcy. With the help of
the family lawyer, who advertises Empire-wide, they have come up with four potential
claimants. For his fiftieth birthday, Edgar invites those would-be heirs - along with
Daisy and the rest of the family - to Fairacres, the family estate. In the meantime,
Daisy is asked to be the family's representative at the lawyer's interviews with the
claimants. Those four are a hotelier from Scarborough, a diamond merchant from
South Africa, a young mixed-raced boy from Trinidad, and a sailor from Jamaica.
However, according to his very pregnant wife, the sailor has gone missing. Daisy and
Alec must uncover a conspiracy if they are going to stop the killing...
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Aaron Elkins

Dying on the Vine:
Gideon Oliver #17

Pb

$14.95 When Gideon Oliver and his wife, Julie, are in Tuscany visiting the Cubbiddu family,
the renowned Skeleton Detective is asked to reexamine the remains of a mysterious
family tragedy. Pietro Cubbiddu, former patriarch of the Villa Antica wine empire, is
thought to have killed his wife and then himself in the remote mountains of the
Apennines. It does not take long for Gideon to deduce that, whatever happened, a
murder-suicide it was not. Soon Gideon finds himself in a morass of family antipathies,
conflicts, and mistrust, to say nothing of the local authority's resentment. And when
yet another Cubbiddu relation meets an unlikely end, it becomes bone-chillingly clear
that the killer is far from finished...

Gordon Ferris

Pilgrim Soul:
Douglas Brodie #3

Pb

$19.99 Brodie is approached by the Jewish community to solve a series of thefts. But the thief
is found dead, knifed by the owner of the house he was robbing. When the
householder is also found murdered, the whole community is in uproar. But when
Brodie investigates further, he discovers that the dead man was a sadistic camp guard.
Is there a group of Nazi guards hiding among the genuine Jewish refugees?
Meanwhile, Brodie is plunged back into the horrors he witnessed during the liberation
of Poland. And when it begins to seem that the guards are protecting someone high up
in the old Nazi organisation, Brodie faces the biggest moral dilemma of his career.

Elizabeth Flynn Game, Set and
Murder: DI Costello
#1

Pb

$16.99 It's the first day of Wimbledon. And a dead body is lying on Court 19. Newly-promoted
detective inspector Angela Costello recognizes the dead man as Croatian championturned-coach, Petar Belic. A double grand-slam winner, Petar was famous, and much
loved. However, Petar had an ex-wife who wanted him back; a girlfriend who wouldn't
let him go; a business partner with secrets. Then there was the temperamental leading
Brit, Stewart Bickerstaff, whom Petar had been coaching. D.I. Costello deduces that
only one person could have committed the crime. Unfortunately she has no way of
proving her suspicions...

Frances Fyfield

Casting the First
Stone

Tp

$29.99 A year after her husband's death, young widow and art collector Diana Porteous
listlessly roams the beach near her home. Her friend and agent Saul takes action,
introducing her to his stylish, anarchic sister, Sarah, to pep her up. They plan that Di
should rediscover her talents as a thief, as well as art expert, to recover stolen
paintings - and begin with Steven, the neighbour's son, who is amassing works of art
in a strange building in London, including work stolen from his mother. But if Di is
interested in his illicit treasures, he is equally fascinated by hers - and in the secrets
still held in that house by the sea...

Frances Fyfield

Gold Digger

Pb

$19.99 The warmth of him, the glorious warmth, was fading by the minute. In a huge old
school house by the sea, full of precious paintings, Thomas Porteous is dying. His
much younger wife Di holds him and mourns. She knows that soon, despite her being
his sole inheritor, Thomas's relatives will descend on the collection that was the
passion of both of their lives. And descend they do. The two needy daughters, who
were poisoned against their father by their defecting mother, are now poison
themselves. With the help of an unlikely collection of loners and eccentrics, Di sets a
trap to hoist the family members on their own greed. And on the night they are lured
to the house, Di will be ready. Or will she?
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Carin
Gerhardsen

The Gingerbread
House: Hammarby
#1

Tp

$29.99 Ingrid Olsson returns home from a Stockholm hospital to discover a man in her
kitchen. She's never seen the intruder before. But he's no threat - he's dead. Criminal
Investigator Conny Sjoberg takes the call, abandoning his wife Asa and their five
children for the night. His team identify the body as that of a middle-aged family man.
But why was he there? And who bludgeoned him to death? Lacking suspect and
motive, Sjoberg's team struggle until they link the case to another - apparently
random - killing. And discover they face a serial killer on a terrible vendetta ...

David Gibbins

Pharaoh: Jack
Howard #7

Pb

$19.99 1351 BC: Akhenaten the Sun-Pharaoh rules supreme in Egypt...until the day he casts off
his crown and mysteriously disappears into the desert, his legacy seemingly
swallowed up by the remote sands beneath the Great Pyramids of Giza. AD 1884: A
British soldier serving in the Sudan stumbles upon an incredible discovery - a
submerged temple containing evidence of a terrifying religion whose god was fed by
human sacrifice. The soldier is on a mission to reach General Gordon before Khartoum
falls. But he hides a secret of his own. Present day: Jack Howard and his team are
excavating one of the most amazing underwater sites they have ever encountered, but
dark forces are watching to see what they will find. Diving into the Nile, they enter a
world three thousand years back in history, inhabited by a people who have sworn to
guard the greatest secret of all time...

Alex Gray

The Swedish Girl:
Lorimer &
Brightman #10

Pb

$19.99 When Kirsty Wilson lands a room in a luxury Glasgow flat owned by Swedish fellow
student Eva Magnusson she can't believe her luck. But Kirsty's delight turns to terror
when she finds the beautiful Swedish girl lying dead in their home and their male
flatmate accused of her murder. Kirsty refuses to accept that he is guilty and, inspired
by family friend Detective Superintendent Lorimer, sets out to clear his name.
Meanwhile, Lorimer calls on trusted psychologist Solly Brightman to help unravel the
truth behind the enigmatic Eva's life and death. But it is not long until another
woman, bearing a marked resemblance to Eva, is brutally murdered. Horrified,
Lorimer realises that Kirsty could be right. Is it possible that Glasgow's finest detective
has put the wrong man behind bars? And is there a cold-blooded killer out there
orchestrating the death of the next innocent victim?

Mark Greaney

Dead Eye: Court
Gentry #4

Pb

$25.95 Ex-CIA master assassin Court Gentry has always prided himself on his ability to
disappear at will, to fly below the radar and exist in the shadows - to survive as the
near-mythical Gray Man. But when he takes revenge upon a former employer who
betrayed him, he exposes himself to something he's never had to face before. A killer
who is just like him. Code-named Dead Eye, Russell Whitlock is a graduate of the same
ultra-secret Autonomous Asset Program that trained and once controlled Gentry. But
now, Whitlock is a free agent who has been directed to terminate his fellow student of
death. He knows how his target thinks, how he moves, and how he kills. And he
knows the best way to do the job is to make Gentry run for his life - right up until the
moment Dead Eye finally ends it...

Cynthia Harrod- Hard Going: Bill
Eagles
Slider #16

Hb

$39.95 A rare week off with his family is rudely interrupted when Slider is called in to
investigate the murder of an elderly man, bashed on the head with a bronze statuette,
in what Doc Cameron describes as 'our old friend the Frenzied Attack'. Lionel Bygod,
retired solicitor, was an old-fashioned gentleman, a pillar of society, who gave advice
and help to all, from the highest to the lowest. But as Slider and his team investigate,
they discover dark secrets at the heart of this mild and kindly man's life. Shadows
from the past - professional enemies - long-incubated revenge: what was it that
sparked such unquenchable fury? The trail is old and cold, and Slider's on the clock...
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Carolyn Hart

Cry in the Night

Pb

$14.95 Egyptologist Sheila Ramsay develops a newfound interest in MesoAmerican affairs
after meeting an outspoken - and attractive - Mexico City curator, a harsh critic of
museums that deal in stolen art. And her own museum gives her the perfect
opportunity to see him again: a valuable Aztec manuscript needs to be returned to its
rightful owners, the wealthy Ortega family. But things don't go as planned for Sheila
south of the border. An anonymous note threatens her with death if she remains in
Mexico City. The curator she longed to see treats her with contempt. And the Ortegas
are as mysterious as they are charming. What Sheila has stumbled into is much bigger and more deadly - than she ever dreamed. And amid the splendor of Mexico's ancient
ruins and treacherous hillsides, Sheila will realize that there's no one she can trust...

Susan Hill

A Question of
Identity: Simon
Serrailler #7

Pb

$19.95 One snowy night, an old lady is murdered - dragged from her bed in her sheltered
accommodation, and strangled with a length of flex. DCS Simon Serrailler and his team
keep some of the bizarre circumstances surrounding her death a secret as they
desperately search for clues to her murderer. All they know is that the killer will strike
again, and will once more leave the same tell-tale signature. Then they track down a
name: Alan Keyes. But Alan Keyes has no birth certificate, no address, no job, no
family, no passport, no dental records. Nothing. Alan Keyes does not exist.

Tami Hoag

The 9th Girl: Kovac
& Liska #4

Pb

$19.99 As Detectives Sam Kovac and Nikki Liska stand over the brutally disfigured remains of
an adolescent girl in the early hours of New Year's Day, they suspect they've stumbled
across the ninth victim of the notorious Doc Holiday. A horribly sadistic killer who
strikes during the holidays. But with the girl's identity obscured by her injuries, they
have little to go on. Until Liska discovers that one of her son's friends - Gray - is
missing... And it seems that everyone who knew Gray is telling lies. Liska and Kovac
are in a race against time to discover whether this is indeed the ninth girl, or an
entirely different nightmare altogether...

Graham Hurley Touching Distance:
Jimmy Suttle #2

Tp

$29.99 Three unrelated, random killings. Or something much, much worse? Graham Hurely's
new crime thriller unleashes a serial killer; combining Hurley's talent for ultrarealistic, character driven police-procedurals with a plot powered by an explosive
ticking clock and kicking his books into a new realm of tension and fear. Jimmy Suttle
has barely got his feet under the desk at his new job. Having flown in the face of his
superiors on his first big case he now finds himself trying to track down a random,
hugely skilled killer before another innocent dies and before the media tear the force
apart. Full of a sense of place, sensitive to the deep rooted agonies of a policeman
alone and facing disaster, and close to, and with a chilling understanding of the
motivations of the killer this is a bravura piece of crime fiction that will secure
Hurley's reputation and win new readers.

Graham Hurley Western
Approaches: Jimmy
Suttle #1

Tp

$29.99 No one liked Jake Kinsey. A rich man, he turned up out of nowhere, acquired
Exmouth's trophy penthouse flat, and then bought his way into the local rowing club.
And now, after a long fall from his balcony, he's dead. DS Jimmy Suttle, a newcomer to
the Devon and Cornwall force, is the one detective who suspects that Kinsey has been
killed - but there is very little evidence. Left to work alone, Jimmy is all too conscious
that time, the pressure of the job, and the wreckage of his private life are lengthening
the odds against any kind of result. And with a wife embittered by the move to a
remote country cottage, Suttle must gamble his own integrity against the mounting
chaos of the lives around him.
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Sander Jakobsen The Preacher

Tp

$29.99 Thorkild Christensen stares down at his murdered wife, Karen, and realises he knows
almost nothing about her. How did she fill her days? Where did she really go every
Thursday? Detective Thea Krogh is determined to find out as she immerses herself in
town life. Yet Karen's secrets elude her at every turn. And then a second woman is
shot dead. There appears to be nothing to link the two dead women. But there is
something, they just can't see it. Someone who knows all the pieces. Someone who is
carefully knocking each piece into place, one by one. Someone who holds them all in
the palm of his hand...

Paul Johnston

The Green Lady:
Alex Mavros #4

Pb

$24.95 Hired by the wife of one of Greece's richest men to find her missing fourteen-year-old
daughter, Mavros faces an uphill battle. But he's not the only one looking for
Lia...When a man's charred corpse is discovered in a remote farmhouse, and the
headless body of another is found in the ancient stadium at Delphi, Mavros confronts
the possibility that one of his deadliest foes has returned to Greece, and that there
may be a connection with the Lia Poulou case.

Christy
Kenneally

Sons of Cain:
Betrayed #2

Pb

$19.99 The year is 1953. As the Cold War divides the world, two childhood friends - now foes carve out an existence. Karl, haunted by the past, teaches history in his home town of
Hallstatt, while Max, driven by power and wealth, leads the Fratres, an extreme
branch of the Catholic Church -with control of the Vatican his ultimate goal. When
Karl is called to Rome to expose the corruption that has infiltrated the Church, the two
men are destined to meet again. The past must be put to rest. But at what cost? From
Moscow to CIA Headquarters to a Budapest prison, Sons of Cain is an epic tale of lust,
power and corruption where deception is a way of life.

J A Kerley

The Death Box

Pb

$19.99 Detective Carson Ryder faces his most terrifying adversary yet in this nail-biting
thriller from the author of Her Last Scream. Carson Ryder thought he'd seen
everything... A specialist in twisted crimes, Detective Carson Ryder thought he'd seen
the lowest depths of human depravity. But he's barely started his new job in Miami
when called to a horrific scene: a concrete pillar built of human remains, their agony
forever frozen in stone. Finding the secret of the pillar drags him into the sordid world
of human trafficking, where one terrified girl holds the key to unraveling a web of
pain, prostitution and murder. There's just one problem: Ryder's not the only one
chasing the girl. And the others will kill to keep the secret safe.

Raymond
Khoury

Rasputin's Shadow:
Reilly & Chaykin #4

Tp

$29.99 In 1916, a mining pit in Siberia turns into a bloodbath when its miners attack each
other, savagely and ferociously. Minutes later, two men - a horrified scientist and
Grigory Rasputin, trusted confidant of the tsar - hit a detonator, blowing up the mine
to conceal all evidence of the carnage. In the present day, FBI agent Sean Reilly is
tasked with a new, disturbing case. A Russian embassy attache seems to have
committed suicide by jumping out of a fourth-floor window in Queens. The
apartment's owners, a retired high school teacher and his wife, have gone missing,
while a faceless killer is roaming New York City, leaving a trail of death in his wake.
Joined by Russian FSB agent Larisa Tchoumitcheva, Reilly's investigation into the old
man's identity will uncover a deadly search for a mysterious device whose origins
reach back in time to the darkest days of the Cold War and to Imperial Russia.
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Matthew Klein

No Way Back

Pb

William Landay Mission Flats (2003) Pb

$19.99 Jimmy thinks he knows about loss, about fear, about paranoia. He should think again.
Every time Jimmy Thane has been faced with a crossroad, he's taken the wrong path.
But after years of drinking and womanising, he has been given one last chance to save
both his career and his marriage - he has seven weeks to transform a failing company.
From the moment he enters the building there's something wrong - the place is too
quiet, too empty. When the police come calling about the disappearance of the former
CEO, Jimmy starts to wonder what he's got himself into. Then he discovers
surveillance equipment in his neighbour's house, looking straight into his front room.
And his wife isn't just tired, she's terrified and trying to hide it. Nothing is at it seems.
Jimmy's not living his dream - he's been plunged into the worst kind of nightmare.
And when the truth comes out, it's more terrifying than he could ever imagine...

$19.99 In a small town in Maine, nothing much happens. Even the Chief of Police, Ben
Truman, is thinking about leaving. That is, until he discovers a body in a cabin up by
the lake. The dead man turns out to be a Boston prosecutor who had been
investigating a series of gang-related murders. When Truman heads to the city to
follow the few leads he has on the case, he is not welcomed by the local police - after
all, big city crime is not something he has had any experience with. But Truman
refuses to let go of the case. With the help of a retired cop, he becomes embroiled in
an investigation which reaches back to a killing 20 years ago...

Catherine Lloyd Death Comes to the
Village: Kurland St
Mary #1

Pb

$25.95 Major Robert Kurland has returned to the quiet vistas of his village home to
recuperate from the horrors of Waterloo. However injured his body may be, his mind
is as active as ever. Too active, perhaps. When he glimpses a shadowy figure from his
bedroom window struggling with a heavy load, the tranquil facade of the village
begins to loom sinister...Unable to forget the incident, Robert confides in his childhood
friend, Miss Lucy Harrington. As the dutiful daughter of the widowed rector, following
up on the major's suspicions offers a welcome diversion - but soon presents real
danger. Someone is intent on stopping their investigation. And in a place where no
one locks their doors, a series of thefts and the disappearance of two young serving
girls demands explanation...

Ross MacDonald Black Money (1966)

Pb

$19.99 I can't make your girl come back if she doesn't want to. I told you that on the phone...'
When Lew Archer is hired to find out the truth about a suspiciously suave Frenchman
who has run off with his client's girlfriend, it looks like a simple enough case. But
things start to look very different when Archer connects the elusive foreigner with a
seven-year-old suicide and a mountain of gambling debts. BLACK MONEY is Ross
Macdonald at his very finest, revealing the skull beneath the sun-kissed skin of
Southern California.

Malcolm
MacKay

Pb

$19.99 A twenty-nine-year-old man lives alone in his Glasgow flat. The telephone rings; a
casual conversation, but behind this a job offer. The clues are there if you know to
look for them. He is an expert. A loner. Freelance. Another job is another job, but what
if this organisation wants more? A meeting at a club. An offer. A brief. A target: Lewis
Winter. It's hard to kill a man well. People who do it well know this. People who do it
badly find out the hard way. The hard way has consequences. An arresting, gripping
novel of dark relationships and even darker moralities, The Necessary Death of Lewis
Winter introduces a remarkable new voice in crime fiction.

The Necessary
Death of Lewis
Winter: Glasgow
Trilogy #1
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Alex Marwood

The Killer Next
Door

Tp

$29.99 No. 23 has a secret. In this gloomy, bedsit-riddled South London wreck, lorded over by
a lecherous landlord, a horrifying collection quietly waits to be discovered. Yet all six
residents have something to hide. Collette is on the run from her ex-boss; Cher is an
underage children's home escapee; lonely Thomas tries to make friends with his
neighbours; while a gorgeous Iranian asylum seeker and a 'quiet man' nobody sees try
to keep themselves hidden. And there for them all is Vesta, a woman who knows
everything that goes on in the house - or thought she did. Then in the dead of night, a
terrible accident pushes the six into an uneasy alliance. But one of them is a killer,
expertly hiding their pastime, all the while closing in on their next victim...As a
cloying heatwave suffocates the city, events build to an electrifying climax in this
brilliantly constructed, tightly paced thriller.

Deon Meyer

7 Days: Benny
Griessel #3

Pb

$19.99 Shortly after the South African Police Services receive a threatening email, a policeman
is shot by a sniper and recovering alcoholic Benny Griessel is ordered to reopen the
Sloet case. Hanneke Sloet was a sensual and ambitious lawyer. At the time of her
murder she was working on one of the biggest Black Empowerment deals in South
African history. She was found dead in her luxury Cape Town apartment, a single stab
wound to her chest. After forty days, the trail has gone cold. The first investigation
could find no motive and no leads, only a set of nude photographs, an ex-boyfriend
with a rock-solid alibi, conniving attorneys and financial double-dealing. Benny has to
deal with immense pressure from his superiors, the media and the unfathomable
sniper, whose emails keep coming and who won't stop shooting. And then there's
Benny's love interest, former pop sensation Alexa Barnard, who is also trying to
rebuild her life after the ravages of alcohol, and Benny has to make sure she stays
sober for her comeback.

Gladys Mitchell The Devil at Saxon
Wall: Mrs Bradley
(1935)

Pb

$19.95 Rediscover Gladys Mitchell - one of the 'Big Three' female crime fiction writers
alongside Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers. Psycholanalyst and detective Mrs
Bradley advises her highly-strung friend, Hannibal Jones, to retreat to a quiet, rustic
village to find rest and inspiration for his writing. Saxon Wall seems the perfect rural
retreat, and Jones is quickly intrigued by the odd characters among the villagers, their
pagan beliefs, and by the mystery surrounding Neot House, where a young couple died
soon after the birth of their first child. But when disagreements between the villagers
and their vicar grow more malevolent, and a man is found blungeoned to death, Jones
calls in Mrs Bradley, who proceeds to root out the devil of Saxon Wall by her own
unorthodox methods.

Gladys Mitchell Here Comes a
Chopper: Mrs
Bradley (1946)

Pb

$19.95 When a pair of ramblers, lost in the English countryside stop at a country house to ask
for directions, they are most astonished to be ushered in to dinner. It seems they've
been invited as a necessity by the superstitious lady of the house, to avoid thirteen
guests sitting down to dinner. But the thirteenth guest never arrives, and his headless
body is discovered in a wood the next day. Fortunately, numbered among the original
dinner guests is a rather extraordinary psychoanalyst by the name of Mrs Bradley...

Gladys Mitchell The Longer Bodies:
Mrs Bradley (1930)

Pb

$19.95 This is a vintage murder mystery. Rediscover Gladys Mitchell - one of the 'Big Three'
female crime fiction writers alongside Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers. Great
Aunt Puddequet was reputed to be enormously wealthy. It was also a tradition in the
family that she was extraordinarily mean. So when the malicious old bird summons
her grand-nephews to perform in a games tournament in order to secure their
inheritances, they gloomily oblige. Before long, the country house games are
interrupted by murder. The police are baffled, but fortunately Mrs Bradley, an unusual
psychoanalyst with a flair for sleuthing, has begun to take an keen interest in the
Puddequet Olympics. Opinionated, unconventional, unafraid...
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Gladys Mitchell Speedy Death: Mrs
Bradley (1929)

Pb

$19.95 Rediscover Gladys Mitchell - one of the 'Big Three' female crime fiction writers
alongside Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers. Alasdair Bing's guests gather around
his dining table at Chaynings, a charming country manor. But one seat, belonging to
the legendary explorer Everard Mountjoy, remains empty. When the other guests
search the house, a body is discovered in a bath, drowned. The body is that of a
woman, but could the corpse in fact be Mountjoy? A peculiar and sinister sequence of
events has only just begun...This is Gladys Mitchell's first book and it marks the
entrance of the inimitable Mrs Beatrice Adela Lestrange Bradley, psychoanalyst and
unorthodox amateur sleuth, into the world of detective fiction. But instead of leading
the police to the murderer, she begins as their chief suspect.

Boyd Morrison

The Loch Ness
Legacy: Tyler Locke
#4

Pb

$19.99 1827 During a research trip to Loch Ness, Scotland, a young Charles Darwin encounters
a mysterious and terrifying creature that provides the spark for his evolutionary
theory. 2013 Almost two hundred years later, and hundreds of miles away in Paris, the
Eiffel Tower is under attack. Army engineer Tyler Locke is called in to help, and his
expertise saves the day. But Tyler doesn't know he's about to get pulled into a
conspiracy so dark that it not only threatens those he loves, but could also ignite
World War III. Racing against time to discover the truth behind Darwin's discovery,
Tyler must solve a series of cryptic clues to find a single manuscript that has been so
well hidden it hasn't been seen since the Victorian age.

Jo Nesbo

Cockroaches: Harry
Hole #2

Tp

$32.99 Harry is on a special mission Detective Harry Hole arrives in a steaming hot Bangkok.
The Norwegian ambassador has been found dead in a seedy motel room, and Harry
has been sent to investigate. It's clear that the Ambassador's family are hiding some
secrets of their own, but few people are willing to talk. He needs to solve a crime and
avoid a scandal. When Harry lays hands on some incriminating CCTV footage, things
only get more complicated. The man who gave him the tape goes missing, and Harry
realises that failing to solve a murder case is by no means the only danger that faces
the unwary. But in an unfamiliar city, who can you trust?

James Patterson Merry Christmas,
Alex Cross: Alex
Cros #19

Pb

$19.95 On the night before Christmas, Detective Alex Cross is at home celebrating with his
family. But when Alex's phone rings, he knows that this won't be a merry Christmas. A
father has taken his children and ex-wife hostage. Armed to the teeth and high on
crystal meth, Henry Fowler is dangerously unstable. The lives of everyone in that
house are hanging by a thread. As this suburban nightmare is unfolding, another far
greater threat is approaching. It will be a terrorist attack like Washington DC has
never seen, and when nobody expects it.

Eliot Pattison

Pb

$25.95 Shan was once an Inspector stationed in Beijing, but he lost his position, his family
and his freedom when he ran afoul of a powerful figure high in the Chinese
government. Shan has since been living among outlawed Buddhist monks, without
status or official identity. While settling into a menial job as an inspector of irrigation
and sewer ditches in a remote Tibetan township, he encounters a grotesque crime
scene: the bodies of two unidentified men and a Tibetan nun are found on the grounds
of an old Buddhist convent. Shan quickly realizes that the murders pose a riddle the
Chinese police seem to be covering up. When the evidence leads to a new internment
camp for Tibetan dissidents arrested in Beijing's latest pacification campaign, Shan
recognizes the dangerous landscape he has entered. To find justice for the victims and
to protect a terrified American woman who witnessed the murders, Shan must
navigate through the treacherous worlds of the internment camp, the local criminal
gang, and the government's rabid pacification teams, while coping with growing
doubts about his own role in Tibet.

Mandarin Gate:
Inspector Shan #7
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Sax Rohmer

The Trail of Fu
Manchu (1934)

Pb

$12.99 London, 1913 - the era of Sherlock Holmes, Dracula, and the Invisible Man. A time of
shadows, secret societies, and dens filled with opium addicts. Into this world comes
the most fantastic emissary of evil society has ever known... Dr. Fu-Manchu. The
insidious doctor returns to Great Britain with his league of assassins, the dreaded SiFan. He seeks to subvert the realm at the highest levels, but Fu-Manchu has his own
secrets--which he will protect by any means.

James Rollins

Deep Fathom (2001)

Pb

$19.99 Ex-Navy SEAL Jack Kirkland is under water when the world starts to end. He and his
crew are on a salvage mission deep in the ocean. They surface to find the Earth ablaze.
The first eclipse of the millennium triggers a series of catastrophic natural disasters,
which rock the globe. And in the midst of the terror and chaos, the President and Air
Force One have vanished from the skies. With the death toll rising rapidly, Kirkland
finds himself on a desperate mission to the darkest depths of the ocean, where a
shattering secret awaits him. One too powerful to be controlled.

Dana Stabenow A Taint in the
Blood: Kate Shugak
#14

Pb

$12.99 In Dana Stabenow's latest novel, a woman hires Aleutian P.I. Kate Shugak to clear her
mother's name. Twenty years ago, the mother was convicted of arson and murder, of
setting fire to the family home while her two sons were inside. One died, and one was
maimed. Her daughter has always believed in her innocence, though the mother
herself had accepted the verdict and the life sentence without protest. Now the
mother is terminally ill, and her daughter wants her free. But as Kate begins the
investigation, it seems the mother isn't the only one who wants to leave the past in
the past.

Dominique
Sylvain

Tp

$29.99 On the one hand, there's Lola. She's a grumpy retired police commissioner who cannot
go a day without her best friend: red wine. On the other hand, there's Ingrid, an
American girl in love with Paris. She gives massages all day long and does stripteases
at night. When a local girl is murdered - her body mutilated in the most cruel and
unusual manner - suspicion falls on Maxime Duchamp, a charming restaurateur whose
suave exterior hides a tragic past. Convinced of his innocence - persuaded in no small
part by his magnetic appeal - Lola and Ingrid hit the streets to unmask the real killer,
one whose gruesome methods are inspired by a morbid obsession with Japanese
manga imagery.

Pb

$21.99 Launched with the 2004 award-winning bestseller Brooklyn Noir, Akashic Books has
published over 60 volumes in its ground-breaking series of original noir anthologies.
Each book is comprised of all-new stories, each one set in a distinct neighbourhood or
location within the city of the book. After nine years, hundreds of short stories from
the world's greatest authors and unbridled praise from critics, the greatest hits of the
Akashic Noir series can now be found in one book. Fans of the series and noir fiction
in general will be engrossed by this excellent collection.

Dark Angel

Johnny Temple USA Noir: Best of
(ed)
the Akashic Noir
Series
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Marco Vichi

Death in Florence:
Inspector Bordelli
#4

Pb

$19.99 Florence, October 1966. The rain is never-ending. When a young boy vanishes on his
way home from school the police fear the worst, and Inspector Bordelli begins an
increasingly desperate investigation. Then the flood hits. During the night of 4th
November the swollen River Arno, already lapping the arches of the Ponte Vecchio,
breaks its banks and overwhelms the city. Streets become rushing torrents, the force
of the water sweeping away cars and trees, doors, shutters and anything else in its
wake. In the aftermath of this unimaginable tragedy the mystery of the child's
disappearance seems destined to go unsolved. But obstinate as ever, Bordelli is not
prepared to give up.

COSY CRIME
Victoria Abbott The Sayers Swindle: Pb
Book Collector #2

$14.95 Jordan Kelly is delighted to make money tracking down rare and valuable mystery
novels for her employer, Vera Van Alst, an avid collector and the most difficult woman
in Harrison Falls, New York. But now her boss's complete set of Dorothy Sayers is
missing, and finding them may lead Jordan to a murder suitable for Sayers's esteemed
sleuth, Lord Peter Wimsey... When Jordan manages to locate her boss's missing books,
they are in the possession of Randolph Adams, an elderly man in a nearby town.
Offering a valuable Hemingway first edition as an incentive, Jordan thinks she's about
to seal the deal - but some of Randolph's relatives think he should hold out for more.
Then the entire family disappears - and a dead body shows up. It's up to Jordan to
collect the clues - and make sure a killer gets booked.

Pb

$14.95 Avery Baker was a big city textile designer, until she inherited her aunt's old Maine
cottage and found her true calling - home renovation. But she never expected her
latest job would come to such a bone-rattling dead end... For Avery and her husband
Derek, renovating the Craftsman Bungalow was like stepping back in time. The quaint
old home was just as its original owners had left it - from the beautiful butler's pantry
to the surprisingly exquisite ribbon tile. But it's the attic that yields the most heartstopping surprise. In a discreetly hidden antique crate, Avery finds a clue to a decadesold missing persons case. As Avery works on the house and delves deeper into the
sinister story, it becomes clear that someone very crafty wants the Craftsman home's
secrets to stay that way!

Pb

$14.95 San Francisco contractor Mel Turner is leading a volunteer home renovation project,
and while she expects lots of questions from her inexperienced crew, she can't help
asking a few of her own - especially about the haunted house next door... the place
local kids call the Murder House. But when volunteers discover a body while cleaning
out a shed, questions pile up faster than discarded lumber. Mel notices signs of ghostly
activity next door and she wonders: Are the Murder House ghosts reaching out to her
for help, or has the house claimed another victim? Now, surprised to find herself as
the SFPD's unofficial ghost consultant, Mel must investigate murders both past and
present before a spooky killer finishes another job.

The Corpse on the
Pb
Court: Fethering #14

$24.95 Jude's life has been turned upside-down thanks her new mant, Piers Targett, who's
keen to get her involved in his hobby - or obsession - of Real Tennis. But when one of
Piers' friends dies on the court in suspicious circumstances, Jude finds herself caught
up in the police investigation. Meanwhile, Jude's neighbour Carole is trying to identify
the human remains known locally as the 'Lady in the Lake.' As the two investigations
become intertwined, Carole and Jude's efforts to find the truth look set to lead to more
murders.

Jennie Bentley

Home for the
Homicide: Do-ItYourself #7

Juliet Blackwell Home for the
Haunting: Haunted
Home Renovation
#4

Simon Brett
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Simon Brett

Hb
The Strangling on
the Stage: Fethering
#15

$39.95 When Jude agrees to lend her vintage chaise longue for the local Amateur Dramatics
Society's production of George Bernard Shaw's The Devil's Disciple, little does she
realize she'll end up in a starring role. It's an ambitious play, culminating in a dramatic
execution scene: a scene that's played for real when one of the leading actors is found
hanging from the especially-constructed stage gallows during rehearsals. A tragic
accident - or something more sinister? Carole and Jude make it their business to find
out.

Chris Cavender

The Missing Dough:
Eleanor Swift #6

Pb

$14.95 The only thing Eleanor Swift loves more then A Slice of Delight - her Timber Ridge,
North Carolina pizzeria - is her sister Maddy. So when Maddy's cheating ex-husband
Grant shows up with some pie-in-the-sky idea to win Maddy back, Eleanor is happy to
see her sister swiftly show him the door. But they both know Grant isn't done yet...
Especially when he picks a fight with Maddy's fiancee Bob in front of the whole town
at the annual Founder's Day Festival. Naturally, when Grant is later found stabbed in
the heart with a barbeque skewer, Bob is featured on the police chief's menu as
Suspect No. 1. And when it turns out that Maddy stands to gain a different kind of
dough - and lots of it - from Grant exiting this world, she and Eleanor know it's up to
them to cook up an investigation to find the real killer.

Elizabeth Craig

Quilt Trip: Southern Pb
Quilting #3

$14.95 Beatrice has never crashed a party but now her fellow quilt guild member, Meadow
Downey, is driving them to a Victorian mansion in the mountains beyond Dappled
Hills, North Carolina. Muriel Starnes, an elderly eccentric, has organized a meeting of
quilters to pick someone to administer a quilting scholarship. The fact that the Village
Quilters weren't invited isn't enough to keep Meadow from speaking her piece. But
once the quilters arrive at the mansion, it seems they may never leave. An ice storm
sends an old tree crashing across the driveway, leaving them stranded for the night.
And by the next morning, they are one fewer - for Muriel has been sent to meet her
maker. With everyone in the house a suspect, it's up to Beatrice and the Village
Quilters to figure out who has a guilty conscience before someone else gets tied up in
knots.

Laurie Crass

Lending a Paw:
Bookmobile Cat #1

Pb

$14.95 With the help of her rescue cat, Eddie, librarian Minnie Hamilton is driving a
bookmobile based in the resort town of Chilson, Michigan. But she'd better keep both
hands on the wheel, because it's going to be a bumpy ride... Eddie followed Minnie
home one day, and now she can't seem to shake the furry little shadow. But in spite of
her efforts to contain her new pal, the tabby sneaks out and trails her all the way to
the bookmobile on its maiden voyage. Before she knows it, her slinky stowaway
becomes her cat co-pilot! Minnie and Eddie's first day visiting readers around the
county seems to pass without trouble - until Eddie darts outside at the last stop and
leads her to the body of a local man who's reached his final chapter. Initially, Minnie is
ready to let the police handle this case, but Eddie seems to smell a rat.

Krista Davis

Murder, She
Barked: Paws &
Claws #1

Pb

$14.95 The Sugar Maple Inn in Wagtail, Virginia, is the country's premiere vacation hot spot
for pet owners who can't bear to leave their furry friends behind. But this tourist town
smells trouble when a killer goes on the prowl... Holly Miller's life has gone to the
dogs. She has no job, her boyfriend's former flame is sniffing around, and a scruffy but
loveable Jack Russell Terrier is scattering crumbs all over her borrowed car. Just when
she thought things couldn't get worse, a troubling phone call about her grandmother
sends her rushing home to the family inn on Wagtail Mountain. The staff - and a frisky
Calico kitten named Twinkletoes - adopts Holly and her new dog on arrival. But
someone in this friendly town is bad to the bone. One of the employees at the inn has
been killed in a hit-and-run accident - which is looking anything but accidental. Now
Holly and her furry companions will have to nose out the murderer before someone
else gets muzzled.
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Monica Ferris

And Then You Dye:
Needlecraft #16

Pb

$14.95 Betsy is a natural-born yarnsmith - so it's only fitting that some of her favorite items
to stock come from the dye-works of Hailey Brent. But when Hailey is found dead in
her workshop, Betsy discovers that there was a lot about Hailey she would have never
guessed. Like her penchant for stealing, her use of dangerous additives to create her socalled all-natural fibers, and a scheming mind that had made her more than one
enemy. Now Betsy must wring the truth from a bevy of colorful suspects. Because
what she knows just might mean the difference between living - and dyeing... Included
free in this edition: a never-before-published Needlecraft Mystery story and a counted
cross-stitch pattern.

Sue Ann
Jaffarian

Secondhand Stiff:
Odelia Grey #8

Pb

$25.95 Odelia uncovers a deadly storage war Spending Thanksgiving with her faultfinding
mother has Odelia more tightly wound than a turkey in November. But her husband's
cousin Ina, who shows up for dinner with ugly bruises and without her two-timing
husband, clearly has it worse. Wild horses can't stop Odelia's mom from tagging along
with Ina, who runs a consignment shop, to a storage auction. Everyone is shocked
when Ina's husband is found inside a storage locker - dead.

Kylie Logan

Buttoned Up:
Button Box #4

Pb

$14.95 For Josie Giancola, owner of the Button Box shop, every button is a tiny work of art
with its own story to tell - a story that just might end in murder... Artist Forbis
Parmenter has invited Josie to the opening of his latest exhibit of voodoo-inspired
works. He plans to make a show of completing the centerpiece - a button- encrusted
statue - when Josie arrives with the final button. But just as the big moment comes,
Forbis bolts out of the gallery in panic. Is it another of his publicity stunts, or is
something more sinister afoot? Josie gets her answer when the eccentric artist is
found dead - his lifeless body in the arms of a statue and his eyes and lips sealed with
buttons. Now she's using her expert eye to solve the mystery before a crafty killer slips
through her fingers. Includes tips on antique-button collecting!

Kate Parker

The Vanishing
Thief: Victorian
Bookshop #1

Pb

$25.95 Georgia Fenchurch appears to be an unassuming antiquarian bookseller in Victorian
London, but the life she leads is as exciting as any adventure novel. For Georgia is a
member of the Archivist Society, a secret association of private investigators led by the
mysterious Sir Broderick. When a frantic woman comes to Georgia claiming that her
neighbor, Nicholas Drake, has been abducted by the notorious Duke of Blackford,
Georgia and the Archivist Society agree to take the case. But Drake is no innocent - he
is a thief who has been blackmailing many of the leading members of London society.
To find Drake and discover who is behind his abduction, Georgia and her beautiful
assistant, Emma, will have to leave the cozy confines of their bookshop and infiltrate
the inner circles of the upper crust - with the help of the dashing but dubious Duke of
Blackford himself.

Paige Shelton

Merry Market
Murder: Farmer's
Market #5

Pb

$14.95 Bailey's Farmers' Market is this season's go-to holiday destination, but not all the
vendors are feeling the Christmas spirit... Jam and preserve maker Becca Robins is
excited about the extra business that the Ridgeway Christmas Tree Farm is bringing to
the market this holiday season. But when a competing tree farmer, Reggie Stuckey,
arrives with a truck full of trees, angrily barking that he has exclusive selling rights at
the market, Becca finds herself pining for more goodwill toward men. After Reggie is
found with a tree stake in his chest, she wonders when the Christmas tree business
turned so deadly. Now Becca has to use the only clues she has to the killer's identity mysterious ornaments that begin to show up in her stall - to hook a sinister Scrooge
who will go to any lengths to drive home a point...

HISTORICAL CRIME
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Paul Doherty

The Midnight Man: Pb
Canterbury Tales #7

$24.95 As Chaucer's pilgrims shelter for the night, it's the physician's turn to enthral his
fellow travellers with a terrifying tale. When Brother Anselm and his novice Stephen
are summoned to the Church of St Michael's, Candlewick, to perform an exorcism, the
demons that plague the church appear to have been summoned by an infamous
sorcerer known as the Midnight Man. But what has he unwittingly unleashed - and
why? Is there any link to the disappearance of young women in the area? Before
Anselm can get to the truth, he must first uncover the identity of the mysterious
Midnight Man.

Edward Marston Instrument of
Slaughter: Home
Front Detective #2

Pb

$17.99 January 1916. Britain is on the brink of enforcing conscription. Eligible young men who
have not yet signed up to fight are despised as 'conchies' and 'shirkers', subjected to
hatred and verbal abuse. Cyril Ablatt, leader of Shoreditch's group of conscientious
objectors, makes a rousing speech at a meeting of the No-Conscription Fellowship,
refusing to be 'an instrument of slaughter in a khaki uniform'. When Cyril is brutally
bludgeoned to death, Scotland Yard detectives Inspector Marmion and Sergeant Keedy
are assigned to the case. As the pair build up a portrait of Cyril, they unearth an
intriguing private life behind the man's saintly facade. It soon becomes clear there are
plenty of suspicious characters with motives for the killing. Meanwhile, public
sympathy is lukewarm. Some people even claim that a conchie deserves to die if he
won't fight for King and Country.

Edward Marston Five Dead Canaries:
Home Front
Detective #3

Hb

$39.95 Marmion and Keedy return for a third time in the acclaimed Home Front Detective
series.As thousands of Brits are fighting on the Front Line, a new breed of women
emerges to hold the Home Front together. Fiercely independent and fiery-spirited,
these women are a raucous group of munition workers, or munitionettes . The
canaries, so-called because of their chemically-stained yellow faces, decide to celebrate
leader Florrie Duncan s birthday but their frolics are soon cut short when all but one
are killed in a startling explosion.With five times the victims there are five times the
possible motivations for the murderer, and Marmion and Keedy certainly uncover
some surprising clues. Grappling with this perplexing murder mystery involves
marital dysfunction, failed bomb plots and an extremely competitive women s football
team

Edward Marston The Fair Maid of
Bohemia:
Elizabethan
Mystery #9 (1997)

Pb

$17.99 The plague has struck London once again but so has opportunity for theatre company
Lord Westfield's Men. Invited to perform at the wedding celebrations of Sophia
Magdalena, the fair maid of Bohemia, the company's book holder Nicholas Bracewell
and his acting troupe begin the long journey across Europe. Confident they will arrive
safely and deliver Lord Westfield's secret missive to an alchemist in the Imperial Court,
Nicholas is unaware that danger travels with them. Treacherous seas become the least
of Nicholas's worries when one of their actors is savagely killed. To make matters
worse, when they finally arrive in Prague, the King of Bohemia proves to be an
eccentric and bewildering host and Nicholas's beloved Anne Hendrik is kidnapped ...

Edward Marston The Laughing
Hangman:
Elizabethan
Mystery #8 (1996)

Pb

$17.99 When Nicholas Bracewell finds himself in the parlour of his lost love, Anne Hendrik, he
is not expecting her entreaties to embroil him in the murder of a beloved choir master.
Between tales of cruelty, forgotten maps of London and a butcher determined to
rescue his son, it is yet another mystery for the book holder to untangle. But will his
quest endanger Lord Westfield's Men? As the troupe's latest play threatens to break
them apart beneath the playwright's own belligerent ribaldry, the shadow of the
hangman stalks ever closer. And with every step his laughter rings with the power to
turn even the hallowed stage into a gallows.
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Edward Marston The Roaring Boy:
Elizabethan
Mystery #7

Pb

$17.99 One play, two murders and a grievous miscarriage of justice After a calamitous
performance and the death of one of their own, Lord Westfield's Men are more than
despondent. So when the mysterious Simon Chaloner follows Nicholas Bracewell home
with the offer of a new play, anonymously penned, his proposal seems too good to
refuse. It is the story of a simple death used to conceal a greater treachery, perhaps
even treason. But they could never have known how dangerous one play could be. Or
how telling the tale of a murdered mathematician might put them all in jeopardy. It is
up to Nicholas to once more save the acting troupe from disaster, to reveal the traitor
that threatens both Queen and country, and to prove who really killed The Roaring
Boy.

Andrew Martin Night Train to
Jamalpur: Jim
Stringer #9

Hb

$29.99 North East India, 1923. On the broiling Night Mail from Calcutta to Jamalpur, a man is
shot dead in a first class compartment. Detective Inspector Jim Stringer was sleeping
in the next compartment along. Was he the intended target? Jim should have known
that his secondment to the East Indian Railway, with a roving brief to inspect security
arrangements, would not be the working holiday he had hoped for. The country
seethes with political and racial tension. Aside from the Jamalpur shooting, someone
is placing venomous snakes - including giant king cobras - in the first class
compartments of the railway. Jim also has worries on the home front: his daughter
has formed a connection with a Maharajah's son, who may in turn have a connection
to Jim's incredibly rude colleague, the bristling Major Fisher. Jim must do everything
he can to keep his family safe from harm, as he unravels the intrigues that surround
him...

Donald Thomas The Lost Casebooks
of Sherlock Holmes:
Three Volumes of
Detection and
Suspense

Pb

$22.95 In these sixteen tales of intellectual derring-do, Sherlock Holmes is shown at the
height of his powers: he co-operates with a young Winston Churchill in the famed
siege of Sydney Street; helps defeat a plan for a German invasion outlined in the
Zimmerman Telegram; establishes a link between two missing lighthouse keepers and
the royal treasures of King John; contends with a supernatural curse placed upon an
eccentric aristocrat; and discovers a lost epic poem of Lord Byron.Everywhere in these
finely wrought tales riddles and mystery hover in the air. But they are not beyond the
grasp of the incomparable Sherlock Holmes.

Scott Bainbridge The Bassett Road
Machine-Gun
Murders

Pb

$29.99 On Saturday morning, 7 December 1963, Eric Lewis called around to his property in
Bassett Road, Remuera, Auckland, to collect the rent. He was not prepared for the
scene that greeted him when he opened the door: his two tenants, George Walker and
Kevin Speight, had been violently murdered days before. The machine-gun execution
of Walker and Speight marked the beginning of a new, more sinister era of crime in
New Zealand. The two men convicted of the killings - Ron Jorgensen and John Gillies became household names. Both the victims and their killers were deeply involved in
Auckland's burgeoning criminal scene. But the real story behind the killings has never
been told. Sly-grogging, horse-doping, prostitution, drugs, rival gangs and bent cops the story has all the hallmarks of a classic crime novel. Only it's all true, and it
happened in 1960s Auckland.

Ralph Bulger &
Rosie Dunn

Pb

$19.99 James Bulger was just a few weeks shy of his third birthday when, on 12 February
1993, he wandered away from his mum Denise in a shopping mall in Bootle. Grainy
images from a security camera showed him trustingly holding the hand of ten-yearold Jon Venables as they walked away. Venables and his friend Robert Thompson
murdered James, in a crime that shocked the world. In this haunting book, James'
father Ralph describes how his world fell apart in the days that followed. In his
darkest hours he drank to numb the pain, and the stress tore his marriage apart. He
tells how he learned to cope with his grief, but the sorrow of James' death has never
left him. He discusses the long legal battle to see justice for his son. Above all, he pays
tribute to his son, an adorable, cheeky boy whose bright smile brought joy to his
family's lives.

TRUE CRIME

My James: The
Heartrending Story
of James Bulger By
His Father
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Alan Hall

Pb

$19.99 One monster. Three innocent girls. Ten years in captivity. 22 August 2002: 21-year-old
Michelle Knight disappears walking home. 21 April 2003: Amanda Berry goes missing
the day before her seventeenth birthday. 2 April 2004: 14-year-old Gina DeJesus fails
to come home from school. For over a decade these girls remained undetected in a
house just three miles from the block where they all went missing, held captive by a
terrifying sexual predator. Tortured, starved and raped, kept in chains, Captive reveals
the dark obsessions that drove Ariel Castro to kidnap and enslave his innocent victims.
Based on exclusive interviews with witnesses, psychologists, family and police, this is
an unflinching record of a truly shocking crime in a very ordinary neighbourhood.

Pb

$26.95 In these incredible accounts of violence, psychosis and love gone wrong, writer
Amanda Howard raises the frightening question of whether a monster is born or
made. In these gripping investigations, the twisted minds of notorious murderers are
revealed, including Ted Bundy, a serial murderer of women, whose home life was a
source of pain; the Menendez brothers, who killed their parents in order to claim an
inheritance; and Melinda Loveless, an abused teenager, who callously murdered a 12year-old girl. These killers' pasts were often full of trauma, which contributed to their
love of violence. While some killed their own parents, partners or children, others
worked together with their relatives to commit terrible crimes. In many cases, family
members were left bewildered and devastated that their loved ones could be capable
of such atrocities. A Killer in the Family gives a disturbing, fascinating insight into the
minds of murderers, and the families in which they were raised.

In The Line of Duty: Tp
A Tribute to
Australia's Fallen
Police Officers

$29.99 This book is dedicated to the memory of police officers across Australia who have died
in the line of duty. Between the years 1803 and 2012, there have been seven hundred
and fifty four duty related deaths in Australia. Some officers were the victims of coldblooded murders, some died by accident and others for want of water whilst stranded
in the outback. Many were heroes who had memorials built to honour their deeds,
while others were awarded medals posthumously. But each and every one of these
men and women had loved ones, wives, husbands, parents, siblings and children to
mourn their non-return.

Captive: One House
Three Women and
Ten Years in Hell

Amanda Howard A Killer in the
Family: When
Murder is Waiting
at Home

Allan Peters

John Silvester & Underbelly:
Andrew Rule
Mokbelly - The
Final Chapter of the
Underbelly War

Pb

$24.99 Underbelly: Mokbelly is the final chapter in the biggest crime saga in Australian
history - the true story of the life and crimes of Tony Mokbel, who graduated from a
suburban pizza shop to be one of the biggest drug dealers on Earth. Underbelly reveals
every detail of Mokbel's brazen and brilliant escape from Australia in the hidden
compartment of a yacht fitted especially for him. It recreates the tension and touchand-go drama of the painstaking police operation that found the criminal mastermind
living with his Australian mistress in Greece, climaxing with his arrest and trial.
Meanwhile, Carl Williams is killed in his high-security prison cell by one of the most
dangerous men in the system. This is Australia's underbelly...
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